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Flow basics

What you don’t know is out to kill you



Part I - What Is Flow Cytometry?
Cells runs through a stream of sheath to an 
interrogation point (flow cell)

Laser hits the cell, light gets scattered / 
excites fluorophores or dyes in the cell

Detectors capture and translate the signal 
in a digital form

Flow cytometry informs on 

cell relative size (FSC)

granularity (SSC) 

presence of fluorescence signal 
(fluorophores, dyes, …)



A look inside the box

Fluidic system

Optical layout

Electronics
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Fluidic system
Goal: to have the cells flow one-by-one into the cytometer 
allowing for single cell analysis



The Flow Cell

Sample is introduced in 
the sheath stream by 
hydrodynamic focusing 
so the cells will run in a 
single file

Laser is focused on the 
sample core and light is 
scattered in an arc as it 
hit the cells



Sample Differential

Difference in pressure between 
sample and sheath

Controls sample volume flow 
rate

The greater the differential, the 
wider the sample core

If differential is too large, cells 
will no longer line up in a single 
file

Results in unequal illumination 
of cells and increase in 
coincidence.



Detection 

System

Optical bench layout

Traditional Flow Cytometers

Signal split by dichroic 
mirrors and bandpass filters, 
collected by PMTs

Cytek Aurora 

Signal scattered by prisms and 
collected by array of APD 
detectors

Image Stream

Signal scattered by prisms and 
collected by cameras



Lymphocytes

RBC, debris, dead cells
Monocytes

Granulocytes

FSC

SS
C

Light Scatter
Light that is scattered in the 
forward direction is detected in 
the Forward Scatter Channel.

Intensity of signal 
proportional to cell size and 
membrane integrity

Light scattered at 90 degrees to the 
axis of the laser path is detected in 
the Side Scatter Channel

Intensity of signal proportional 
to granularity

Correlated measurement of FSC 
and SSC allow differentiation of 
cell types in a heterogeneous cell 
population
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Traditional Flow Cytometers
Light that is collected at 90º angle is 
channeled through a series of dichroic filters 
that transmits or reflect specific wavelenght 
of light

In front of each detector is a bandpass filter 
which transmits a specific band of 
wavelengths

Each detector receive light coming from a 
specific fluorophore



Spectral Flow Cytometry
Emitted light collected 
by an array of APD 

Spectral unmixing 
allows for the resolution 
of fluorophores spectral 
signatures



Detector Path 
laser 1

Detector Path 
laser 2

Pinhole

Multi-laser instruments and 
pinholes

Increase the number of 
usable markers

Reduce the amount of 
spillover between some 
combination of 
fluorophores



Electronics

https://hamamatsu.magnet.fsu.edu/articles/photomultipliers.html

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:APD3_German-ru.sv g

PMT

ADP

The detector translate 
the photon signal into a 
voltage pulse

Amplification is 
required: the cells cross 
the laser beams at a 
fraction of second

Setting voltage or gain is 
acritical part of the 
acquisition - there is no 
fixing data acquired at 
the wrong amplfication 
value
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Threshold
Minimal pulse intensity level 
set empirically used to 
separates events of interest 
from junk

If the amount of signal 
intensity surpasses a 
threshold, then the electronics 
will process the event

The threshold can be set on 
any parameter, but is usually 
set on FSC
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The Voltage Pulse
As the cell passes through the 
laser, more and more light is 
emitted until the cell is in the 
center of the laser (maxima)

As the cell leaves the laser, less 
and less light is emitted 

After a set amount of time, the 
window closes until another 
object emits enough light to be 
triggered.
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Height

Width

Measurement of the pulse



FCS Data File

Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS)
Accepted Standard in flow cytometry world

Usable on third party analysis software packages

Listmode File containing

All measurements

Instrument settings acquisition information

Keywords



Flexibility in data presentation

Graphic analysis (typical)

Unsupervised  clustering (high parameters)

Modelization



Running a Flow Cytometry 
Experiment

Panel Design / Instrument selection

Choice of controls 

Unstained

Spillover Controls

Voltage / gain selection

Validating the gating strategy



Fluorpophores and Dyes:
Excitation, Emission and Brightness

Excitation

Emission



Tandem Fluorophores increase the 
number of available markers

Energy transfer by FRET 
but:

Donor molecule also emits 
photons

Acceptor molecule is 
excited by lasers as well

Tandem dyes go bad over 
time



Picking Fluorophores
Spillover increases noise



Brighter is not always better

Signals spills increasingly with 
brightness in adjacent channels  



Good panel design

Great panel design aims 
at improving the 
resolution of your 
different markers

Variables include 
intended targets

antibody manufacturers 
catalog

instruments capacities

Check the Sample preparation guide for more information

https://voices.uchicago.edu/ucflow/sample_preparation/


Easy start for a simple panel

FITC 488 530/30 +

PE 561 585/15 +++

APC 640 660/20 ++

BV421 405 450/50 ++



Benchtop instruments 
variations 

Usable fluorophores
Number of lasers

Number of measurable 
parameters

Features available
Spectral unmixing

Acoustic Focusing

Sample Loader

Imaging



Traditional Flow Cytometers

One detector per parameter

LSRII/Fortessa

Attune
Acoustic Focusing

True count

Plate Loader

Accuri C6
True count

https://voices.uchicago.edu/ucflow/benchtop-instruments/


Spectral Flow Cytometers
Cytek Aurora

Measures the entire emission of 
each fluorophore and unmix 
the signal in discrete parameter 
measurement

Can be used as a traditional 
flow cytometer

Not limited by filter selection

https://voices.uchicago.edu/ucflow/benchtop-instruments/


Noteworthy platforms

Image Stream MarkII
Takes pictures of each event in up 
to 12 channels

Multiplexing

https://www.thermofisher.com/blog/behindthebench/luminex-
bead-based-immunoassays-dri ve-immunoassays-towards-

higher-content-biomarker-discover y/

Luminex 200

• Bead-based assay

• 30+ analytes 

MSD

• ECL

• Up to 10 analytes

https://www.mesoscale.com/en/technical_re
sources/our_technology/ecl

https://voices.uchicago.edu/ucflow/flow-imaging/
https://voices.uchicago.edu/ucflow/multiplexing/


Getting started
Create plots that will give you 
meaningful information

FSC x SSC

Fluorescence

Histograms are not as informative as 
one would like them to be, go with 
dot plots whenever possible



FSC is usually displayed on Lin 
scale

SSC can be displayed on both 
linear or logarithmic scale

Fluorescent parameters are 
displayed on log scale except for 
specific applications (DNA 
content analysis, …)

SSC on Log

SSC on Lin

Lin vs. Log

Flow cytometry data will be displayed on linear or logarithmically 
scaled axes

Log scale allows higher dynamic range



FSC

SS
C

Voltage

Setting up voltages on FSC vs. SSC

Bring the population of interest in the center of the graph

Provides optimal resolution of population

Avoid giving too much importance to debris/losing cells off-scale



FSC

SS
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Threshold

Setting up threshold

Avoid including too much debris

Make sure you are not loosing information



PE

SS
C

Voltage

Fluorophore detectors voltage

Voltage needs to be high enough to allow for resolution of 
the positive and negative fractions

Voltage set too high does not provide better resolution but 
increase noise in negative fraction



Default instrument values are 
optimized

The instruments have been 
characterized and the optimal 
voltage/gain values are set in the 
default experiment settings

You may need to lower voltage / 
gain to avoid strutting the 
detector

You don’t win anything by 
increasing the values



Alexa 488

PE

Uncorrected

Corrected

Dealing with spillover
Signal correction in multi-parameter experiment made 
necessary by fluorophore spectral overlap 

Compensation

Substraction of a percentage of the signal of a 
fluorophore (that happens to be bleeding in another 
detector) from the measured light in that detector

Unmixing

Calculate the contribution of each known fluorophore’s 
spectra to the total collected emission signal

In both case, should be done using specialized software



Spillover controls

Compensation control rules

The positive and negative fraction must have the same 
baseline autofluorescence

Must have a positive / negative fraction

Positive fraction’s brightness similar or higher than 
sample

Use the same fluorophores / dyes for sample and controls

Save a good number of events for both positive and 
negative fraction

You will need to run your set of controls and 
compensate on each new experiment



Logarithmic Biexponential

Undercompensated Overcompensated

FITC

Visualization of spillover with biexponential display

Visualization method that 
improves on the logarithmic 
display of cell population 
with fluorescence values 
below zero due to 
compensation and SD of 
measurement

Helps to visualize if 
correction has been properly 
applied (among other things)



FCS 2.0 / 3.0 / 3.1
Voltage correction is not the 

answer to poor resolution

Last things about spillover correction

Different versions of FCS 
files emerge with time

More recent versions allow 
for the safeguard of more 
information

Compensation matrix
Data file origin
Plate display
Volume
…

Newer versions allow for 
spillover correction after 
acquisition
If given a choice, save your data 
as the most recent version 
available

A common mistake 
when faced with poorly 
resolved fractions is to 
modify the voltage / 
gain on the instrument

If the instrument has 
been well characterized, 
this will reduce 
resolution power in 
other channels

Revision of the panel 
design is preferable



Gating
Isolating a sub-population from the sample in order to

obtain specific information about that population 
(frequency, signal intensity, ...)

continue the analysis with cells displaying the same 
characteristics

The question is: How do you justify the gates?



FMO PE

Sample

FMO controls
FMO = Fluorescence minus one

The gating control contains all the fluorophores except the one of 
interest



Backgating
Color-coding cells of a specific 
population to justify the 
pertinence of previous gates

Display events with disregard to 
the gating strategy



A few more things…
We recommend a concentration of one million cells per sample (can go up to 
20million cells per mL)

High concentration increased sample’s viscosity, might lead to data artifacts

This might also be revealed by high pressure applied to sample

Minimum volume should be 350uL (or 100uL with 1mL tube insert)

BD instruments only use 5ml polystyrene tubes only

Filter your samples

Don’t use cracked tubes

Be suspicious of missing signals - ask for assistance, run on a different 
instrument

Reboot instrument when all else fails



Good practice on the instruments

Check the fluidics tanks

Double-check the filter configuration

Leave tubes on the SIP at the end of the experiment
1ml is quite enough

Pick up up your data



Getting started
Scheduling 

iLab account

Charge on used time or 80% unused booked time

Data transfer

All data transfer through the CAT Facility server

Analysis software platform

Licenses available ($200/year)

FCS Express

FlowJo



Flow Lab Contact Info
David Leclerc, Tech Director

dleclerc@bsd.uchicago.edu

Laura Johnston, Associate Scientific Director

ljohnston@bsd.uchicago.edu

Mike Olson, Lab Manager

molson@bsd.uchicago.edu

Mandel Davis, Senior Research Technologist

mdavis4@bsd.uchicago.edu

Robert Ladd, Research Technologist

rladd@bsd.uchicago.edu

Phone: 2-9212

mailto:dleclerc@bsd.uchicago.edu
mailto:ljohnston@bsd.uchicago.edu
mailto:molson@bsd.uchicago.edu
mailto:mdavis4@bsd.uchicago.edu
mailto:rladd@bsd.uchicago.edu
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